GOEPEL electronic extends BSDL Testbench to Multi Chip Modules and 3D Chips

GOEPEL electronic, world-class vendor of JTAG/Boundary Scan solutions announces the availability of a new option in its recently introduced EDA software TAPChecker™. Multi-Chip Modules (MCM) and 3D chips are now supported, allowing testbench generation for VHDL, Verilog and STIL output formats. Users now have the opportunity to verify more complex designs with several Boundary Scan components or dies incl. interconnections by a comprehensive behaviour simulation.

“The progressive integration technologies at component level such as 3D chips and Multi-Chip Modules require higher performance of the EDA tools for successful implementation and verification. With our TAPChecker software we smooth the way for such purposes”, says Norbert Muench, Manager EDA Software Team within GOEPEL electronic’s JTAG/Boundary Scan Division.

“The fully automatic generation of testbenches guarantees a deeper validation and higher design quality of the target as well as the full functionality of all Boundary Scan structures in practical usage.”

“We have focussed on Boundary Scan as test strategy for our newest multi-die design from the very beginning. That’s why a comprehensive validation of the entire IEEE 1149.1 functions were a must already on the design stage”, explains Daniel Wilkinson, Director of Verification with XMOS Semiconductor. “We discussed this target with the responsible specialists in GOEPEL electronic’s EDA software team. The TAPChecker MCM option was made available as agreed in our design process. We verified our JTAG/Boundary Scan implementation before tape out and then exported patterns from the same tool for our production test program.”

TAPChecker™ is based on a modular platform architecture with central database and individually licensable modules for data import and export as well as automatic test vector generation. The software can be utilised for automatic testbench generation to simulate BSDL files and to provide test vectors for IC testers. It is available for various operating systems such as SOLARIS®, Windows® and LINUX®, supporting IEEE 1149.1 and IEEE 1149.6.
About GOEPEL electronic:

GOEPEL electronic is a worldwide leading vendor of professional JTAG/Boundary Scan solutions and technology innovator of IP based instrumentation. With more than 100 product launches the company became the biggest innovator in the market within the last five years. A network of branch offices, distributors and service partners ensures the global availability of the products as well as the support of the more than 7,000 system installations. Founded 1991 and headquartered in Jena, Germany, GOEPEL electronic employs currently about 170 employees and generated a revenue of more than 21 Million Euro in 2010 (ca. $16.5 Mio). GOEPEL electronic has continuously been ISO9001 certified since 1996 and has been honoured with TOP-JOB and TOP-100 awards for being one of the best medium-sized companies in Germany. GOEPEL electronic’s products won several awards in recent years and are used by the leading companies in telecommunication, automotive, space and avionics, industrial controls, medical technology, and other industries. Further information about the company and its products can be found on the internet at www.goepel.com.

About XMOS:

Headquartered in Bristol, UK, XMOS has developed the next generation of 32-bit, multi-core, multi-threaded, embedded microcontrollers that significantly lower solution development time and product bill of materials cost. The company’s event-driven microcontrollers combine the efficiency of a RISC processor, the computational performance of a DSP and the unique flexibility of implementing peripherals in high-level software, not silicon. The new architecture provides a real-time, multitasking environment with all the operating system capabilities built into the hardware architecture. Processing power can be finely tuned for the application by seamlessly adding multiple cores. The company was founded in 2005 and has additional offices in Burlingame, California, Austin, Texas and Chennai, India.
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